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Mt. Traveler Missionary Baptist Church, Waverly, Alabama 

Synopses of Sermons Preached by Rev. B. C. Datiri, Pastor 
 

This Sunday Rev. C. M. Wooley filled in for Pastor Datiri 

April 3, 2005:    Yesterday’s Negro   (Romans 9:1-3) 

 

What was the Apostle’s concern after the lofty proclamations of Chapter 8?  And what are mine?  

His concern was for his kindred, his beloved kindred of Israel- and me? It is the condition of our 

kindred and especially the Black Church.                                                    

 

1.  Yesterday's Negro Were A Special People            
    A difficult situation that existed was handled in an extraordinary manner. The African Diaspora 

had reached its zenith. As African blood marked a trail from Africa’s coast to the slave auctions 

of the Americas, the tears and bodies through the sea, were the beginning of families separated, 

broken and vilified.   Language and beliefs were banned.  Education could get you killed.  Love 

was discouraged, possessions were nonexistent, and the future was more of yesterday’s pain and 

agony.  As the villains of this macabre story basked in their hideous glory of ill-gotten gain goods 

and grandeur, they made what Dr. E. Scott called a tactical error as they continued the 

exploitation of our forefathers.  What was this tactical error?  They let us go to Church!  They 

reasoned that the African mind worked in diminished capacity compared to the European, with its 

desire for physical and material domination of this world.    But where they saw domination we 

saw salvation.  Where they saw control, we found freedom.  And the yesterday’s Negro showed 

that the will was mightier than the whip.  And came forth singing, before I'll be a slave I'll be 

buried in my grave, and go home to my father and be free. 

 

2.  But Today's Black People  
    Yesterday's Negro in times of trouble sang songs of hope, while today’s Black people in time 

of hope are singing songs of despair. Not realizing that the more you think, say, repeat, or act out 

a thing, you reinforce it.  And leave yourself no other option than to live, the life you sign about. 

Today's Black people have more of everything. We are living with our Grandparents luxuries, 

without even giving it a thought. Which leads to two questions: Where are we?  Where are we 

going?   Everything has grown, changed and developed but the Church? There are no longer 

mules or wagons in the lot...but what change is there at the Church?  You did not work in the 

field this morning....but the Church? You are not paid in fatback and flour... but the church..... 

Don't look around saying where are the people? This is because today’s Black people will not 

stand for the things of a by-gone era. Not in cars, clothes, homes, and yes even the Church.  

 

3.  So, What About the Black of Tomorrow?  

    As the slow march across time continues, who is going to fill the pews? As the purveyor of 

tradition looks at tomorrow with pessimism and looks at yesterday with optimism, no wonder the 

young see nothing of value in them coming to Church. The folks in the Church are playing 

political games, saying one thing in Church and something else when they get home.  Get on the 

telephone and for dinner have roast of the preacher, filet of the choir, usher stew and desert did 

you see that dress pudding.  While young souls go lacking for want of another way to live and be 

loved. Longing to be taught in the fellowship and nurturing of the Word, and living without the 

love inspired by the in-dwelling power of the Holy Spirit.  And if the Black people of tomorrow 

are to have hop, our tomorrow’s generation will have to be those willing to say Y2KJ - Yes To 

King Jesus.  "Tomorrow - Tomorrow - Who Promised You Tomorrow?" 
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CHRISTIAN MATURITY THROUGH FRUITBEARING 

 

April 10, 2005:   Wise Behavior  (1 Samuel 18:1-5, 12-15, 28-30) 

 

 Christian maturity is a growth process that culminates in fruit bearing.  Fruit bearing is 

the reason for Mt Traveler’s continuous existence and contribution to Kingdom building.  

Fruit bearing is the by-product of faithfulness in obeying God’s Word.  And it is by you 

fruits that you will be recognized (Mat. 7:16a) as a Christian or a phony (or hypocrite).  A 

plant is identified positively by its own kind of fruits, after the seed had been sown 

because there are too many “look-alikes”.  Therefore a Christians fruits should always be 

worthy of their repentance and absolute faith in God.  Then the more you know God, the 

more you love Him and the more you love Him the more you continue to know Him.  

This becomes a continuous repetitive cycle that gets you more close to God.  It is with 

this kind of love that is passionate towards God and compassionate towards people that 

people will recognize and know that you are a Christian as it aids you to be wise in your 

behavior.   

 Wise behavior entails making wise and godly decisions for daily living that results in 

great success. 

 The text we read is an illustration of wise behavior demonstrated in the life of king 

David.  It is this same David that the Scripture describes as “a man after God’s heart”.    

David loved God such that it caused him to passionate for the things of God and 

compassionate toward people.   

 Wise behavior is a measure of Christian growth. You cannot claim that you are a mature 

Christian if you continuously behave unruly, rude and unwisely.  Christian growth begins 

after you have been born again through the regeneration of the Holy Spirit that makes 

you a new creature in Christ.  The old things pass away and the new things come to stay 

as you remain faithful in His word and fruitful in serving Him. 

 David was after God’s heart to please Him such that he was recognized as an individual 

who “behaved wisely” such that the writer I Samuel mentions four times in Chapter 18 

that David … “behaved wisely” (Verses 5, 14, 15 and 30, KJ).  The fruit of wise behavior 

caused people to respect David highly (V.30).  Wise behave involves making good and 

godly choices that always lead to success or successful results (vv. 5, 14, 15 and 30, KJ).  

Wise behavior is a by-product of the godly fruit of wisdom.  This is because wisdom is 

the application of the knowledge of God’s word that has been understood.  In other 

words, wisdom for wise behavior stems out of absolute obedience to the word of God that 

has been understood.  Such that when you mature as a Christian you would behave wisely 

and you be highly respected or unusually respected. 

 David was not only honored by all people but also highly respected especially by those in 

Saul’s court who were impressed by his noble character.  Loving God through absolute 

obedience to His word demonstrates the noble character that distinctively sets a Christian 

from others and leads to wise behavior.  Wise behavior is living according to true wisdom 

that is not common sense.  It is uncommon behavior that involves spirituality, sensibility 

and not sensuality. 

o Spirituality: You must understand and recognize that you must submit 

completely to the Holy Spirit.  It is Him then that will lead, guide, teach and 

remind you of all truths to make wise decisions for wise behavior.  Yes, you must 

be led or controlled by the Holy Spirit. 

o Sensitivity: You must be sensitive to the promptings of the Holy Spirit and 

follow His lead by faith.  If you do so, you will become passionate towards 

God’s word and compassionate towards men, especially those lost in sin.  
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o Not sensuality: You will not be controlled by the lust of the flesh, especially in 

this wicked and crooked generation that uses sexual appeals in everything to 

control your decision-making. 

 James 3:17 instructs us that “The wisdom that is from above is first pure, then peaceable, 

gentle, willing to yield, full of mercy and good fruits, without partiality and without 

hypocrisy” (NIV).  Wise behavior is a gracious way of making our way through this 

pilgrim’s journey in this world by the wisdom that comes from above.  This kind of 

wisdom is derived by absolute obedience to the word of God and it always results in 

success or being successful.  When you obey God’s word, He will be with you and grant 

you success.  Joshua 1:8 reads “Do not let this Book of the Law to depart from your 

mouth, meditate on it day and night, so that you may be careful to do everything in it.  

Then you will be prosperous and successful!” (NIV).  Also, David experience of success, 

noble character and high respect recorded in I Samuel 18 can be your experience too.  

And God’s promise in psalm 32:8 to David can be yours as well.  This promise reads: “I 

will instruct you (or cause you to be wise) and teach you in the way you should go” 

(NIV).  Then you will behave wisely and have a noble character.  And always remember 

that your character is only as strong as your behavior! 

 Are you learning to behave wisely? If not, do you want to start behaving wisely so that 

you can have a noble character?  If so, accept Jesus Christ as your Lord and Savior.  

 

CHRISTIAN MATURITY THROUGH FRUITBEARING 

 

April 17, 2005:   Hardships  (John 15:1-4; 1 Peter 4:1-2, 12-13) 

 

 On last Sunday we did underscore that Christian maturity comes through wise, godly 

decisions that breed wise behavior. 

 The path t Christian maturity is not an easy one and it will be unfair for me to deceive 

you that it is.  In fact hardships are inevitable in Christian maturing.  This should be 

encouraging to those of you who think the whole world is against you and it appears 

everyone and everything is hard on you as you go through the process of maturing and it 

seems more and much more responsibilities are loaded on you.  This is why you need 

more joy and peace rather than fun or self-pleasure. 

 When you are a child you can have all the fun you like, but as you mature there has to be 

a paradigm shift from desiring to have fun towards desiring joy, peace and righteousness. 

 Christian maturity is a growth process requiring great discipline to make the right, wise 

and godly decisions that are pleasing to God.  And even when the right choices are made 

that are pleasing to God, Christian maturity can be and is full of hardships.  This is why 

on today we shall focus our discussion on Christian Maturity Through Hardships (or you 

may say Trials, Temptations, or Sufferings). 

 In fact salvation is often always accompanied by sufferings or struggles such that the two 

things that a maturing Christian can be very sure of in life are salvation and sufferings.  If 

you doubt this turn to Philippians 1:27-30 and it reads: “ Whatever happens conduct 

yourselves in a manner worthy of the gospel of Christ.  Then, whether I come and see 

you or only hear about you in my absence, I will know that you stand firm in one spirit, 

contending as one man for the faith of the gospel without being frightened in any way by 

those who oppose you.  This is a sign to them that they will be destroyed, but that you 

will be saved – and that by God.  For it has been granted to you on behalf of Christ not 

only to believe on Him but also to suffer for Him, since you are going through the same 

struggle you saw I had, and now hear that I still have”. 
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 If you are suffering and wondering and asking why me? You need a paradigm shift and 

begin to ask why not me?  Because the company of believers that are maturing are going 

through the same thing. 

 The text in John 15:1-4 establishes that maturity to fruit bearing requires abiding in Jesus.  

However those that are in Christ can sometimes grow wild behaviors (attributes) that 

have to be pruned.  The dead branches are usually cut-off and burnt. Pruning is often 

painful but the end result is proper maturity with abundant fruit bearing. 

 Thus the text in 1 Peter 4 argues that: 

o Do not be surprised at the painful trials you are suffering – why?  Because every 

believer goes through the same sufferings. 

o Your sufferings or struggles appear like something strange is happening to you 

but it is not because it is part of your growth process to maturity and fruit 

bearing. 

o You are to rejoice as you participate in the suffering of Christ because: 

 You will be overjoyed when the glory is revealed. 

 You are blessed as the Spirit of glory and of God rests on you. 

 No wonder James 1 from verse two encourages us with these words “Count it pure joy 

my brothers whenever you face trials of many kinds, because you know that the testing of 

your faith develop perseverance.  Perseverance must finish its work so that you may be 

mature and complete (bearing fruit)”.  And Romans 5:3-5 adds that we are to rejoice 

because trials (sufferings or hardships) produce perseverance, and perseverance 

character, character hope, and hope does not disappoint us because God has poured his 

love into our heart by the Holy Spirit. 

 The Church is full of irritated people because we have not understood that God uses 

hardships to mature us.  Often times we think God has taken sides with our enemies to 

destroy us.  Sometimes we keep on asking why is this happening to me? We shed tears all 

night and wet our pillows in self-pity party.  Come on!  Wake up and stop the self-pity 

party!! Realize that if it is happening to you – it is preparation for promotion and growth 

to maturity with worthwhile fruits. 

 This is why the text in 1 Peter 4 encourages saying since Christ suffered in the body, arm 

yourselves also with the same attitude because he who has suffered in his body (in the 

flesh) is done with sin.  In other words be prepared to suffer in the flesh because that is 

what puts sinful sensual desires in our bodies to death.  You may ask how then did Christ 

suffer?  He suffered through persecutions or opposition, discrimination and ultimately 

elimination by crucifixion. 

 Suffering is the pruning process of wild branches in our lives that would have not 

produced fruits worthy of repentance and salvation.  The fact is that if you truly suffer in 

the body and recognize it as a growth process, it helps you to overcome sin.   

 Another reason why we have hardship is the fact that after we have suffered in the flesh, 

then we do not live the rest of this earthly life for evil human desires but rather for the 

will of God (1 Peter 4:2).  The point here is that Christian maturity with fruitfulness 

comes through painful experiences.  Frankly speaking without a test there is no way that 

you will have a testimony! 

 Peter in 1 Peter chapter four also cautions that; 

o Whatever you do in this body, you shall give an account of it all someday. 

o Whenever we suffer let it be for the gospel’s sake and not for being a criminal. 

o If you suffer for Christ sake, do not be ashamed rather give praise to God instead 

that you are counted worthy to suffer for His Name. 

o The time has come for judgment to begin with the family of God. 

 As we conclude this worship experience, let me share this story that I had read from the 

Daily Bread.  There was a man who found a cocoon and was excited to take it home so he 
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could watch and observe the emperor moth emerge from it.  As the moth struggled to get 

through the tiny opening, the man enlarged the hole with a snip of his scissors.  The moth 

emerged easily – but its wings were shriveled.  The struggle through the narrow opening 

is God’s way to force fluid from its body into its wings for the moth to mature for its 

flight!  The “merciful” snip in reality was cruel because the moth could not mature and 

was unable to fly.  Similarly we sometimes try to help God with our situations such that 

we do not face any hardships.  In fact we always find the easiest way out of our 

circumstances and many a times miss on our blessings. 

 The hardships, painful experiences, sufferings and struggles that could have brought 

growth to maturity id often evaded.  As such many Christians remain immature and 

continue to make unwise and ungodly decisions that breed unwise behaviors.  Sometimes 

we shield our children from hardships and wonder why they continue to behave 

immaturely!  Parents stop being overprotective!! 

 In the final analyses, Peter in 1 Peter 4:7-8 explained that when you mature through 

suffering the ultimate result is that you will have a clear mind and self-control so that you 

can pray.  And above all, the fruit of love will become evident in your life as love covers 

a multitude of sin.  

 

CHRISTIAN MATURITY THROUGH FRUITBEARING 

 

April 24, 2005:    Evangelism (Acts 13: 1-3; Hebrews 6:1-2, 9-12) 

 

 God has been blessing us with great messages on Christian maturity.  On last Sunday we 

said, Christian maturity is a process and a product attained through suffering.  We also 

did say that there are two things that are of a certainty in a Christian’s life: Salvation and 

Suffering.  During the three-days revival period it was clarified that Christians have 

marks and fruits of maturity.  Also, by your fruits people will recognize you as a 

Christian or a false prophet, hypocrite or pretender! 

 Christian maturity is driven by love and empowered by the Holy Spirit. 

 A mature Christian knows how to be in love with God as he is led or controlled by the 

Holy Spirit to faithfully obey the word of God thus fruitfully serving Him.  A mature 

Christian contributes to kingdom building through his faithfulness and fruitfulness.  Also, 

a mature Christian understands that it is not about self (I, me, myself and mine) or about 

what others think or say about him.  It is ALL about God, His Kingdom and its 

righteousness.  Thus to build the kingdom one has to understand that evangelism is a 

requirement. 

 Effective evangelism follows after acknowledging the companion of the Holy Spirit and 

without His power in it.  Jesus advice His disciples in Acts 1:8 saying “ But you will 

receive power when the Holy Spirit comes upon you, and you will be my witnesses in 

Jerusalem, and all Judea and Samaria, and to the end of the earth”.  The Holy Spirit has 

already come on the Day of Pentecost as well as on you and in you when you received 

Jesus Christ as your Lord and Savior.  It is the Holy Spirit that empowers maturing 

Christians to engage in witnessing and evangelism. 

 Two marks of Christian maturity before engaging in evangelism are prayers and fasting 

to seek God’s leading through the Holy Spirit.  Since evangelism is the work of the 

Church to build God’ Kingdom, if this work is to be done right it is necessary to do so in 

obedience to the word of God as led by the Holy Spirit. 

 Thus the text in Acts 13:1-3 states “In the Church at Antioch there were prophets and 

teachers: Barnabas, Simeon called Niger, Lucius of Cyrene, Menaen (who has been 

brought up with Herod the Tetrarch), and Saul.  While they were worshipping the Lord 

and fasting, the Holy Spirit said ‘set apart for me Barnabas and Saul for the work to 
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which I have called them’.  So after they had fasted and prayed, they placed their hands 

on them and sent them off”. 

 Note that in the Church at Antioch, mature Christians knew how to worship as the prayed 

and fasted seeking the Holy Spirit leading towards kingdom building. 

 Evangelism is the work of the Church, as the gospel is preached to all nations, thereby 

building God’s kingdom. 

 Mt Traveler, it is time for us to show some Christian maturity by understanding true 

worship and know that evangelism is required for kingdom building.  Prior to 

undertaking the work of evangelism it is imperative to be very prayerful and fast at the 

same time so that the Holy Spirit will guide and lead us in this work of kingdom building.  

Also, we cannot afford to refuse to grow and remain babes in Christ who are only 

concerned about the elementary teachings of the faith.  We need to develop from infancy 

to maturity, from those mentored to mentors, from pupils to teachers and from followers 

to leaders! 

 The text in Hebrews 6 begin “Therefore let us leave the elementary teachings about 

Christ and go on to maturity, not laying again the foundation of repentance from acts (or 

unwise behavior) that lead to death, and of faith in God, instruction about baptism, the 

laying on of hands, the resurrection of the dead, and the eternal judgment.  And God 

permitting, we will do so”.   

 Christian maturity is the goal for every believer.  In fact, Hebrews 5:12-14 warns of the 

danger of refusing to grow to maturity so as to continually depend on spiritual baby food.  

Solid food is for the mature such that when you ought to be teachers you won’t need 

someone to teach you the elementary truths of God’s word all over again.  Rather you 

ought to be acquainted with the teachings about righteousness.  Why?  The writer of 

Hebrews gives the answer in Hebrews 6:4-6.  “It is impossible for those who have once 

been enlightened, who have tasted the heavenly gift, who have shared in the Holy Spirit, 

who have tasted of the goodness of the word of God and the power of the coming age, if 

they fall away, to be brought back to repentance, because to their loss they are crucifying 

the Son of God all over and subjecting Him to public disgrace (NIV)”.  

 In other words, you bring shame to the Lord each time you sin and think or say, “after all 

we are saved by grace”.  Shall we continue in sin that grace may continue?  God forbid!  

This kind of attitude is not right and it will hinder us from true repentance and getting 

involved in the work of the Church for kingdom building. 

 The writer of Hebrew in Hebrew 6:7-8 is quick to remind us of the blessings of maturing 

and bringing forth good fruits, and the curses of remaining immature and bringing forth 

thorns and thistles.  Are you a good witness for Christ thereby producing other mature 

Christians or is your life influencing others to become thorns and thistles (people with 

unwise behavior)?  If you are immature and of unwise behavior you stand the danger of 

being burned up someday just like the tree that produces no fruits, bad fruits or thorns or 

thistles. 

 The writer then continued with encouragement to mature Christians in Hebrews 6:9-12 

that “even though we speak like this, dear friends, we are confident of better things in 

your case – things that accompany salvation.  God is not unjust, He will not forget your 

work (product or fruit of evangelism) and the love you have shown Him as you have 

helped his people and continue to help them (through your obedience in evangelism).  

We want each of you to show the same diligence to the very end in order to make hope 

sure.  We do not want you to become lazy, but imitate those who through faith and 

patience inherit what has been promised”. 

 Christian maturity involves evangelism because it is the work of the Church that 

accompanies salvation and love for God.  You love God when you keep His 

commandments.  Obedience to the word of God and serving Him through evangelism is 
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helping His people (His creation) by getting them saved from the power and grip of sin 

and death.  Evangelizing the world is the duty of mature Christians because it is the way 

approved by God for kingdom building.  It is imperative therefore to remain diligent and 

faithful in evangelism.  It is okay to build His kingdom through natural and biological 

reproduction by having our children and bringing them in the nurture and way of God.  

However, evangelism is the spiritual reproductive system for kingdom building ordained 

by God, commissioned by Jesus and sanctioned by the Holy Spirit. 

 “Therefore go and make disciples of all nations, baptizing them in the name of the Father, 

and of the Son, and of the Holy Spirit, and teaching them to obey everything that I have 

commanded you.  And surely, I will be with you always to the end of the age (Matthew 

28:19-20, NIV)”. 

 Finally we want you to understand that it is inappropriate to put the cart before the 

horse.  Therefore understand that salvation comes before evangelism.  You have 

to be saved before you can evangelize.  So if you are not saved, we invite you and 

offer you this opportunity to know Jesus Christ as your Lord and Savior, Amen.  


